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ew people would argue that disaster preparedness does not need to be included in any long-range historic prop-

erty preservation plan. Where arguments may arise, however, is what constitutes a threat to any given property or

its contents? If everyone responsible for heritage properties were to list the hazards confronting their properties,

the lists would no doubt vary greatly from state to state, county to county, town to town, and building to building.

The lists would encompass a wide range of hazards and risks—flood, earthquake, tornado, hurricane, theft, insects,

mold, fire, vandalism, air pollution, etc. If one master list was created and circulated to everyone,           (continued)
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with instructions to strike out all those hazards that do

not apply specifically to you, the list would probably

come down to a single common threat—FIRE. Fire is

the single greatest threat all cultural heritage proper-

ties face; none are immune from it. Until the

owners/trustees of these properties develop plans for

dealing with the fire threat, they place the building and

its occupants, visitors, and furnishings at risk. The

complexity of these plans may vary from a simple evac-

uation plan, to a fire prevention program, to a more

complex plan, which includes passive and automatic

fire protection systems. 

Property damaged by floods can

often be dried out and restored.

Structural damage from an earth-

quake might be repaired. Stolen prop-

erty always has a chance of being

recovered. Damage from fire, howev-

er, is usually permanent and irrepara-

ble. Historical buildings or contents,

once reduced to ash, can never be

restored. Fire is more cunning and

less discriminating than a thief is. It

can travel (spread) through very

small openings and concealed spaces

to reach other parts of a building,

deprive occupants of a life supporting

environment, and cause partial to total

destruction of property. 

There exists a cavalier attitude in this country that

“fire won’t happen to me,” that, “it is someone else’s

problem.” Americans also place a lot of blind faith in

their local fire department to save them and their prop-

erty from any fire that may occur, and believe insur-

ance will cover the rest. Reality is very different, and

our daily fire statistics bear this out. About 2 million

fires are reported each year in the U.S.1 There has

been an annual average of: 102 fires in museums; 212

fires in libraries; and 1450 fires in places of worship.2

Unfortunately, statistics are not kept for fires in historic

buildings. It would probably be safe to estimate the

annual number of fires in historic buildings to be well

in excess of all those above combined, i.e. >1765. 

At the very least, every property, including private

residences, should have an emergency self-protection

plan that spells out how to report a fire and safely evac-

uate the premises. 

FIRE PREVENTION

Cultural institutions are just as susceptible, if not

more so, to the wide variety of common ignition

sources that are responsible for most fires elsewhere.

The most important factor in 

preventing a fire loss is through 

the maintenance of a good fire 

prevention program. The fire protec-

tion program (policy) needs to be 

in writing and updated periodically.

Management and staff responsibili-

ties need to be defined, and fire 

prevention procedures established.

This program must be based on a

high standard of housekeeping,

orderliness, maintenance of equip-

ment, continuous staff training and

awareness in both recognizing and

eliminating fire hazards 

(ignition and fuel sources). 

Safeguarding Ignition Sources

Some of the leading causes of fires in historic prop-

erties are: heating devices, such as space heaters and

heating and cooking stoves; arson and suspected arson;

electrical wiring and appliances; smoking; and air con-

ditioning. Through care and diligence, many of these

ignition sources can be guarded against; however, the

risk of fire will always remain a distinct possibility.

Much can be done to minimize the chance of a fire

starting or spreading with little or no expenditure of

monies. Your elementary school training taught you

that it takes fuel, air, and heat (an ignition source) for

fire to occur. You cannot do much about air, but you

can control both the fuel and the ignition sources in

your facilities.
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To reduce the likelihood of fire, start by controlling

potential ignition sources:

• Smoking should be prohibited throughout all 

cultural institutions—No exceptions! Large noncom-

bustible ashtrays, preferably filled with sand, should 

be provided on the exterior of the building, to preclude

staff and visitors from tossing their live cigarettes into

the surrounding dry mulch or vegetation.

• Welding, cutting, or burning perhaps represents

the number one cause of fires in cultural heritage prop-

erties, as so many fires occur to buildings under reno-

vation or repair. A daily “hot work”

permit system should be established

and strictly enforced. This system

should require a contractor or other

person wanting to perform hot work,

to have a signed permit from a

responsible staff person after it has

been determined/agreed upon that: 

✓ all combustible materials are 

protected [This can be accom-

plished by covering all com-

bustibles with fire retardant

blankets, or constantly wetting

the area down],

✓ a fire watch is established [this involves having a

designated person or persons standing by with a

portable fire extinguisher for the duration of the

work, plus half an hour beyond, to extinguish any

blazes that may start], and 

✓ the area is carefully inspected afterwards to detect

any fire or smoke. 

• Fuel fired portable heaters should be prohibited.

Portable electric heaters also should not be permitted

because of their high potential as an ignition source, possi-

ble electrical circuit overloads, and high operating costs.

• Electrical appliances such as hot plates, toasters,

coffee makers, etc., should be restricted and allowed

only with written management approval. The authoriz-

ing official should ensure the appliance: is listed or

approved by a recognized testing laboratory (these

products must pass tests to help assure they are fire

safe); has a visual light to indicate when the appliance

is “on”; is installed on a non-combustible surface and

separated from other combustibles by at least 18 inch-

es. Appliances and electrical cords should be routinely

inspected for obvious problems (burn spots, frayed

wires, etc.), and immediately repaired or disposed of

when problems are found. It is also a good practice to

look for and purchase appliances that incorporate an

automatic shut-off after so many minutes/hours of non-

use, and to unplug electrical appliances when they are

not in use.

• Heating, air conditioning, and other mechanical

equipment and major appliances should be installed by

professionals in compliance with codes. This equip-

ment should also be maintained,

inspected, and tested in accordance

with recognized safe practices.

• Electrical wiring should be

installed in strict accordance with code

and only by qualified electricians.

Extension cords and multiple plug

adapters should be avoided. If a circuit

keeps tripping off or a fuse keeps blow-

ing, it is overloaded with too many elec-

trical appliances. Never try to remedy

the problem with a higher rated fuse,

penny under the fuse, or taping open

the circuit breakers. Either reduce the

electrical load or have additional circuits added.

• Consider installing arc-fault circuit interrupters on

your electrical circuits. This is a relatively new (1998)

product that will shunt power to a circuit upon detec-

tion of any arcing in the wires—a usual occurrence

prior to an electrical fire. This product is not to be con-

fused with ground fault circuit interrupters, which help

prevent electrocution.

• Lightning protection should be checked by an

expert to ensure that it is adequate, in good repair, and

properly grounded.

These are just some of the more common ignition

sources one can and should guard against. One must

also strive to separate combustible materials from

potential ignition sources and minimize the amount and

continuity of combustible materials in any one area.

Safeguarding Fuel Sources

• Safe containers (metal cans with tight fitting metal

lids) should be used for collecting waste papers, oily
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rags, and other refuse, and for storing packing materi-

al. Waste materials should be removed from the build-

ing on a regular basis (daily as a minimum).

• Store important papers or collections in fire resis-

tive safes or storage cabinets. Even good, well-con-

structed cabinets that are not labeled “fire resistive”

will help protect their contents to some degree from

fire, water, and other possible types of damage.

• Flammable liquids should be stored in and dis-

pensed from approved safety cans only. These contain-

ers have a spring-loaded cap and a wire mesh screen

(flame arrestor) inside the can. In

addition, the quantities of these mate-

rials permitted in the building should

be held to an absolute minimum, and

stored in approved flammable liquid

storage rooms or within flammable

liquid storage cabinets.

• Hallways, stairways, and access

aisles must be kept clear of all storage;

DO NOT USE THESE AREAS FOR

STORAGE, EVEN TEMPORARILY!

Housekeeping and storage in all other

areas should be neat and orderly.

• Do not store or place materials

against electrical outlets, light fixtures, or heat produc-

ing equipment.

• Storage should be prohibited in mechanical

equipment rooms, electrical closets, telephone clos-

ets, and within 3 feet of the front of electrical circuit

boxes and panels.

• Interior finishes (carpeting, ceiling tiles, acoustical

wall coverings, etc.) that can be ignited with a match

should never be used. Ask manufacturers or distribu-

tors to provide fire retardant products, with certifica-

tion of flame resistance.

• Exhibits, as well as any interior/exterior modifica-

tions, should be constructed of fire safe materials to

reduce the fire risk. Always ask your designer, fabrica-

tors, or supplier if they can offer the material you want

in a fire retardant variety. These materials may be a lit-

tle more expensive but can substantially reduce the

risks to your collections and building.

• Consider the use of a fire retardant chemical or

paint to treat combustible materials as a means to

reduce the chance of ignition.

• Holiday decorations should only be the fire retar-

dant type, and well separated from lights and other

potential ignition sources.

While an outstanding fire prevention program will

effectively preclude most fires from starting, the risk

of a fire remains. Since fires can develop at alarming

speeds (from flame to flashover in a matter of min-

utes), immediate knowledge of a fire condition is

essential to both serve as a warning for life safety, as

well as summon assistance to fight

the fire. To this end, incorporation of

an early warning fire detection sys-

tem, should be part of any fire protec-

tion program.

FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS

Fires produce a variety of products

and byproducts, including smoke,

heat, light, sound, and various gases.

There are a variety of fire detectors

available today that can sense each of

these products, and usually one can mix and match

detectors on a common fire detection system. For

most historic properties, however, smoke detectors

usually offer the best means for detecting a fire at its

very earliest stages. 

The most common types of smoke detectors avail-

able and used in buildings today are spot-type photo-

electric or ionization detectors. Without going into detail

as to their principles of operation, photoelectric detec-

tors react more quickly to smoldering fires that produce

visible smoke, whereas ionization detectors react more

quickly to invisible products of combustion and flaming

fires. The type of detector(s) selected for use may vary

from room to room depending upon the construction,

furnishings, and operations encountered. A fire protec-

tion specialist should be consulted for advice. A single

spot-type smoke detector can generally protect a room

up to 900 square feet. If a room is larger than that, or

you want more optimal detection, consider using a mix

of photoelectric and ionization detectors in the space. 
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Smoke detection systems have become rather

sophisticated with the advances in computer technolo-

gy. Today’s systems can often list/adjust the sensitivity

setting of the detector, adjust for dirty conditions, pro-

vide an exact address of the detector [e.g. “Green

Room—Second Floor”], and perform specific actions

upon activation [e.g. close doors, shut down power,

etc.], among other things. Wireless systems are also

available, which can be a benefit in historic structures

where running wiring may be difficult.

Perhaps the most sensitive smoke detection systems

available are the air sampling systems

that continually draw and examine the

air from a room or rooms. These

types of smoke detection are very

expensive, and do not readily lend

themselves to protecting an entire

building. They do, however, offer an

aesthetic advantage, in that no visible

devices need be installed in the

area(s) being protected. Instead, very

small diameter tubing can be discreet-

ly inserted into the room, with noth-

ing visible showing. 

Prior to installing a fire detection system, a decision

has to be made as to what is its purpose. If the fire

detection system is strictly for life safety (the building

can burn down as long as everyone gets out in time),

then the system need only to sound an alarm in the

protected premises. If, however, the intent of the sys-

tem is to not only sound a local alarm, but also sum-

mon trained personnel to fight the fire, then the system

must be monitored around the clock. This should

preferably be done at the local fire department or a cer-

tified control station.

Two critical components for ensuring that a fire

detection system functions properly are periodic testing

and maintenance. Before selecting a system, inquire

about service contracts, and check references. It is also

very important to protect smoke detectors during oper-

ations that produce dust, smoke, or spray (e.g., cutting

wood, spray painting, welding, burning, etc.). Spray or

dust can accumulate on the inside of the detectors ren-

dering them inoperative or causing false alarms.

Ensure protective covers are removed and the system

is operating when work has been completed for the

day. Never leave a detector or system out of service

overnight without providing additional fire watches.

Many cultural institutions feel that an excellent

housekeeping and fire prevention program, combined

with a state-of-the-art fire detection system, constitutes

an optimal fire protection program. This level of fire

protection may be suitable for the protection of fine art

galleries housed in fire resistive buildings, where the

total fuel load within the gallery is limited to a few

paintings on the walls or sculpture on the floor. In this

environment, ignition sources are eas-

ily controlled, and spread of fire from

one object to the next is unlikely due

to the physical separation of the fuel

sources. In almost any other environ-

ment, however, fire is too unpre-

dictable. Arson or other incendiary

fires may be difficult to guard against.

Lightning is a threat in certain parts

of the world, and there are always the

unforeseen careless actions we

humans occasionally make. A fire

detection system will be helpful provided that it: 1)

responds quickly to the fire condition, and 2) human

intervention is almost immediate. This latter point is

especially critical since fire detectors can only detect a

fire, and not extinguish it. 

FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

If one were to examine every cultural property (his-

toric building, museum, library, place of worship, etc.)

lost to a fire, the only factor they would share in common

would be lack of an automatic fire suppression system.

Many would have had good housekeeping programs, or

fire detection systems, or have been constructed of non-

combustible materials, but they were still total fire losses.

Being properly prepared for a fire often means incorpo-

rating an automatic fire suppression system. A suppres-

sion system, designed to quickly control or extinguish a

fire that is beyond the means of a portable extinguisher,

is the best insurance against a large loss fire. 

Generally speaking, only gas based or water based
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automatic fire suppression systems are suitable for

protecting cultural properties. Gaseous systems are

suitable only for protecting the contents of a tightly

sealed room that can contain the gas once it is dis-

charged. Any breach to the room, e.g. open door or

window, operating ventilation system, wall/floor open-

ings around pipes or conduit, etc., will permit the gas

to escape and void its usefulness in extinguishing the

fire. Up until ten years ago “Halon” was the only gas

available that was “safe” for use around people and

collections. Halon was found to cause serious damage

to the ozone, however, so further

production was banned worldwide.

Several replacement gases have

been developed and are available

(FM 200®, Inergen®, FE 13®, etc.),

although none of them can be used

as a drop-in replacement for Halon.

Each gas can provide an effective

and “clean” method to control fire in

an enclosure, as long as the system

is properly designed, tested, and

maintained. The drawbacks to these

systems include: a limited amount

of agent; they must be adequately confined within the

room of discharge; the discharge velocity of the gas

must be considered (most systems are capable of

blowing objects about the room); they require above

average maintenance; and they do not protect the

building structure. 

The alternative to a gas based fire suppression sys-

tem is a water based one, a.k.a. a sprinkler system.

Immediately after the Windsor Castle fire (U.K.) in

1992, the Cabildo fire (New Orleans, LA) in 1988, the

Byer Museum (Evanston, IL) in 1984 (and probably

many other cultural fires), government or museum offi-

cials were heard to have made remarks along the lines

of “good thing there were no sprinklers, otherwise the

(water) damage would have been much worse.”

Unfortunately, many myths and misunderstandings

regarding automatic sprinkler systems are entrenched

in the minds of many people in the cultural field today.

Many people in the cultural field also have an innate

fear of having pipes filled with water overhead, a disas-

ter waiting to happen. This fear is probably grounded

in the many mishaps that occur with other piping sys-

tems, e.g. domestic water lines, roof and other drains,

condenser lines, etc.

An automatic sprinkler system is the single most

important fire-safety system a cultural property can

have. In its simplest form, a sprinkler system is a net-

work of overhead pipes (with or without water in them)

connected to a water supply. Attached to these pipes, at

regularly spaced intervals, are automatic sprinkler

heads. Each sprinkler is held shut or sealed by an ele-

ment that will melt or break away at a predetermined

temperature (normally 135-165oF). In a

fire situation, only the sprinkler

head(s) nearest (exposed to) the fire

will open and discharge water onto the

fire. Not all sprinklers open, as many

people believe. In fact, rarely does it

take more than one or two sprinkler

heads to control or extinguish a fire.

Sprinklers can be looked upon as indi-

vidual firefighters, standing by 24

hours a day. A typical sprinkler head,

however, discharges about 20 gpm,

while fire hoses may discharge 125-250

gpm. In addition, almost all water discharged from a

sprinkler head goes onto the fire; whereas water from

fire fighting operations may not always be directed

onto the fire, thus causing unnecessary damage.

The various types of automatic sprinkler systems,

briefly described below, all have certain common fea-

tures. Each has a control valve where the system can

be turned off, a waterflow alarm that activates when

water movement occurs within the pipes (and generally

transmits the alarm to a constantly attended control

room), and an automatic sprinkler head which distrib-

utes the water.

Wet-pipe system— Overhead pipes are filled with

water and the system is always ready for operation.

This type of system is both the simplest and most 

reliable of all automatic sprinkler systems. A wet-pipe

system should not be used in spaces subject to freez-

ing temperatures or where mechanical damage to the

pipes is likely.

Pre-action system— Overhead pipes are normally

dry. A supplemental fire detection system must be
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installed in the same area as the sprinklers. Activation

of this supplemental fire detection system releases a

valve that allows water to fill the pipes, essentially con-

verting the system to a wet-pipe system. Water is not

released until a sprinkler head is activated. This type

of system minimizes the possibility of accidental water

damage due to a sprinkler pipe or head being

mechanically damaged. However, since a pre-action

system is dependent upon a supplemental fire detec-

tion system to get water into the pipes, and has other

moving mechanical parts, it requires much more

maintenance and therefore its relia-

bility in a fire situation, while very

good, is not as high as the simple

wet-pipe system. Pre-action systems

are suitable for areas subject to

freezing, provided the incoming

water supply piping for the control

valve is in a heated location.

Dry-pipe system— Overhead

pipes are filled with air under pres-

sure. The air pressure is significant

enough to hold “closed” a valve that

allows water into the system. Should

a sprinkler head open, the air bleeds

off and the water valve is allowed to open. Water then

flows through the system and out the open heads.

This type of system should only be used in areas sub-

ject to freezing. The use of dry-pipe systems in historic

buildings should be limited to loading docks, unheated

structures, etc. 

Sprinkler systems can almost always be unobtru-

sively installed into historic buildings and other cul-

tural properties. Automatic sprinkler heads are

manufactured in a wide assortment of shapes, sizes,

styles, and even colors, to meet practically any aes-

thetic consideration. Concealed heads are completely

invisible, hidden by small cover plates that are flush to

and the same color as the ceiling. Some low profile

and recessed heads only project out from the wall or

ceiling a fraction of an inch. Sprinkler piping can often

be hidden along crown molding, or concealed within

void spaces. Use of copper or plastic pipe can help

reduce the size of the pipe, and sidewall sprinkler

heads can be mounted along walls, often avoiding the

need to run any pipes directly overhead. False soffits

can also be created to hide piping and blend in archi-

tecturally. Of course hiring a sprinkler designer and

installer sensitive to historic preservation needs is

also important.

Many building and fire codes now require installation

of sprinklers because of their proven life safety capabili-

ties. The odds of someone being killed by a fire in a

fully sprinklered building are about as rare as that for

sprinklers to accidentally operate due to manufacture’s

defect (practically nil). The advantages to installing a

sprinkler system in a cultural institu-

tion should now be obvious:

• minimize fire damage (your 

greatest threat) to the building 

and its contents,

• drastically reduce water damage

(resulting from fire fighting 

operations),

• prevent injury or loss of life,

• proven reliability.

Water mist fire suppression sys-

tems have been getting some publici-

ty of late as a replacement for both

sprinklers and gaseous systems. As

the name implies, these systems produce very fine

water droplets (similar to fog) for extinguishing

engine room fires on ships. In fact, that is the only

application where their use has been approved by

codes or standards. Please beware of individuals try-

ing to sell you on purchasing and installing a water

mist system. The hope of transferring this technology

to land based operations has not yet panned out, and

may never do so. At the 1999 Annual Meeting of the

National Fire Protection Association, a special forum

on water mist technology was conducted by the

experts in this field. They were unanimous in saying

that this technology cannot and should not be trans-

ferred to any other application, unless the end user is

willing to invest hundreds of thousands of dollars in

testing for the specific end use application. As of this

writing, water mist systems have proven to be ineffec-

tive in extinguishing small fires, even on ships.
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SUMMARY

Historic buildings and other cultural institutions

should be viewed as monuments to humanity, to be

preserved for perpetuity. Sometime in the life of the

building a fire is likely to occur. It may not happen 

this year or next, or for the next 100+ years, but 

eventually it will happen. If proper fire protection 

safeguards are not provided, then individuals, nations,

and cultures will continue to lose their heritage to fire.

Preservationists have the responsibility for avoiding

these losses in or to historic buildings. The threat of

destruction or damage from fire, must be weighed

against the intrusion on historic fabric from installation

of fire safety features. In the end, preservationists

must view protection of the property from fire as an

essential goal of heritage preservation, and act accord-

ingly. A fire protection program should not be a

choice, but a necessity.
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BY STEVAN P. LAYNE, CPP, CIPM

any of our most respected institutions, historic houses, and other

cultural properties suffer from a common malaise—lack of security awareness.

When no one can remember the last time property was missing, or someone

acted suspiciously, or staff members felt threatened, it is easy to grow complacent

and ignore some common sense practices. These practices work to deter crime,

reduce liability, enhance life-safety, and protect assets.

M

Closing the

Barn Door:

Dealing with

Security Issues



In a recent informal survey of cultural institutions,
100% of the respondents advised that most recent losses
were clearly related to inside sources—employee theft.
The second leading cause of loss—staff complacency.

Though current technology offers numerous alterna-
tives with all the “bells and whistles,” it is not necessary
to have the most expensive, most elaborate electronic
scheme to protect the small to mid-sized facility. In fact,
we find in many of our site visits that the facility has
been long burdened by unnecessary costs in the instal-
lation, service, maintenance, or leasing of electronic sys-
tems. Alarm companies are not necessarily
unscrupulous; they are, however, in business to sell you
devices, gain recurring revenue through service and
monitoring contracts, and there’s no guarantee that the
vendor knows any more than common electrical skills.

How then, may a facility with few staff members,
low budget, and heightened protection concerns find
practical, cost-effective solutions to protection prob-
lems? The solution is surprisingly simple, and within
reach of institutions of any size, budget, or staff. We
begin by paralleling the process applied by profession-

al consultants—the gath-
ering of information. You
need to think about the
level of protection you
really need, the maxi-
mum amount you can
spend, and what it is that
you actually want to
accomplish. Do you want

to catch someone who might hide in the building until
after closing, detect entry from a basement window,
or call the police when there is a dangerous visitor?
Once you have put together this basic information,
the next step is determining what you need, and
where to get it: 1

1. Is the company reputable?
2. Is the company experienced?
3. How long have technicians been employed?
4. Is the company licensed? Current license?
5. Do they have experience with similar systems?
6. Do they have the staff and resources to respond to

after-hours service calls? Time for average response?
7. Have other clients filed complaints?
8. Are all employees screened, licensed, bonded?
9. Is a list of other clients/contacts available?

10. Is the company insured? Coverage limitations?
11. Is the contract beneficial for both parties?
12. Is the company nationally affiliated? 
13. Do they distribute devices and parts nationally?
14. Are all costs for installation, service, parts replacement,

or service calls spelled out in the contract?
15. Is there a written document that tells you exactly

what you are getting, and what it will do?

You need to present your
list of objectives, or if possible,
more specific detail about the
systems you want if you have
that information. The most
desirable method, of course,
would be to have a non-prod-
uct affiliated firm or individual
provide detailed specifications
suitable for putting out to bid.
In absence of specifications,
you should be able to describe
the systems and/or devices
you seek. An institution
should put out to bid the spec-
ifications, or description of
systems, with no less than
three competing vendors.
Many smaller institutions question the need for elec-
tronic protection, citing the lack of funding for any
protection needs. “It is the duty of all museum opera-
tors to take reasonable steps to reduce the risk of a
reasonably foreseeable type of loss from occurring to
any object in the collection while on the museum
property, on loan, or in transit, by the action of
unknown third parties, staff or visiting scholars, or
through fire, flood or similar natural disaster or other
foreseeable forces of people or nature.” 2

Many institutions, especially those with a small staff,
find it difficult to provide full time security staff. The
next best alternative is the installation of electronic
systems. Even when security officers are present, the
use of electronic systems helps to monitor areas that
cannot be observed at all times. “All museums shall
have intrusion detection and signaling systems. These
systems should be monitored 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week.” 3

Alarm systems and video surveillance systems are
intended to deter losses from both outside and internal
sources. 

Physical and mechanical barriers are necessary, they
also help to eliminate potential problems from employ-
ee involvement, by limiting the institution’s exposure to
dishonest employees, those with substance problems,
and persons who have displayed unsavory characteris-
tics in the past. We agree that one mistake should not
ruin someone’s chances to be productive. That is why
federal law prohibits denying employment to persons
who have been convicted of a single crime (unless that
crime is directly related to the type of employment).
For example, you would not hire a convicted pedophile
to supervise a museum program for children. What the
civil courts have declared, on numerous occasions, is
that employers are obligated to perform a reasonable
inquiry into each applicant’s background and character.
You need to take this very seriously, regardless of the

2

Sample devices.

Security officers, or
anyone assigned the
responsibility, use
handheld scanners 
to record the time
and location of each
“station” checked.
The information is
downloaded to a
computer, producing
a daily written record
of each location
checked within the
building. Photo 
courtesy of author.

[1] From The Cultural Property Protection Manual, LCI Revised 2001
[2] See Suggested Guidelines in Museum Security Sect. 1.0 Duty to Protect the Collection Section 1.1
[3] See Suggested Guidelines in Museum Security Sect. 6.0 Burglar Alarms/Security Electronics Sect. 6.1



[4] See Contractor Requirements (above)

size and makeup of your staff. The fact is that every
category of employee—including directors, curators,
volunteers, and contract employees—has been stealing
from collections. Without exception, everyone with
access to the facility, especially those with access to the
collection, should undergo the following:

• Completion of an objective application form
• Verification of information submitted on the application
• Conduct of a criminal history check
• Credit history
• Verification of former employment
• Verification of education
• Completion of a personal interview

If you are unable to verify any of the information pre-
sented, you should not hire. Volunteers are no excep-
tion. You need to check anyone with access to the
collections. You even need to check contractors doing
work, unsupervised, on your property. Use a separate
form for contractors to complete, verifying their compli-
ance with the requirement to perform criminal histo-
ries on their own employees. 4

Each facility faces different threats to its protection
based on location, area crime, type of collection, and
possibly, political environment. We know it takes a com-
bination of physical security, natural barriers, electronic
security, and personnel procedures to effect a positive
protection plan. It’s never too late to “close the barn
door,” especially after known losses occur. 

THE RIGHT WAY TO “CLOSE THE
BARN DOOR”

A common source of loss is actually the failure 
to properly secure the facility at the close of the day. 
Too often, open windows, unsecured doors, or 
equipment left running are the causes of fires, 
ease of unauthorized entry, or the failure to find 
“stay behinds.” 

The process is simple, common sense, but most often
neglected. Assign someone within the organization to
take full responsibility for locking up. Whether this is a
security person, administrator, supervisor, even contract
security, there needs to be a daily process which

1. All contractor personnel will
complete a police records check
through Federal, State, Local, or
commercial sources. A list of
personnel showing their date of
birth and the results of criminal
history checks must be returned
to the client,Attn: Security
Manager, prior to the 
commencement of work.

2. Contractors will enter and
exit the building only at an
entrance designated by the 
client. Photo identification will 
be provided at the point of
entry. Each contractor employee
will be issued an ID Badge,
which must be displayed at all
times while on client property.

3. A work schedule will be 
submitted one week in advance
to the Security Manager, listing
arrival and departure times, areas
where work will be performed,
and personnel involved.

4. Use of power tools, nail ham-
mers, or special equipment will
be listed in the work schedule.

5. All tools and equipment will 
be secured at all times in the
work area. Contractors are
responsible to secure their 
equipment.

6. All tool cases, equipment
cases, lunch boxes, other 
containers may be checked by
client security officers upon 
exiting the building.

7. No interruption of power,
water, or other utilities will be
done without prior coordination
with the facility maintenance
supervisor.

8. Alarm systems, devices,
wiring, or control panels will not
be moved, utilized, or disturbed 
in any way without prior 
coordination with the facility
maintenance supervisor.

9. Contractor personnel
must remain in the work
area, except for use of
restrooms closest to the
area, vending machines in or
near the work area, or public
areas. Contractor personnel
will not enter other non-
public areas of the facility
without client escort or 
pre-approved authorization.
Breaks will be taken in areas
pre-arranged with the client.

10. No client property will
be moved, covered, or work
performed within five feet
without prior coordination
with the client.

Other restrictions may be
added, as needed, by mutual
agreement between the 
contractor and the client.

Layne Consultants International Copyright 1999 All Rights Reserved

Contractor Requirements



requires following a prescribed sequence, and also
requires documentation of compliance. 

The Daily Closing Checklist (on page 5) should be
utilized by whomever actually performs the task of
checking and locking up. If you can afford it, an elec-
tronic system may be utilized to assure that areas
around the building are checked each night. No mat-
ter how it is done, or by whom, it must be done. It is
important to disconnect any potential source of fire,
such as coffee pots, space heaters, or other electronic
devices at the close of business each day. It is also
important to close and secure all windows and all exte-
rior doors. Each interior space, to include rest room
stalls, equipment rooms, janitors’ closets, and offices
must all be checked to ensure that no one has hidden
within the building. It is easy to assume that because a
door is closed, no one is inside. However, intruders
often use this ploy to gain free access to a building.
Alarm systems do work but may easily be bypassed by
those who understand the system, particularly if they
have once had legitimate access to your system codes
and control panel locations. You need to take advan-
tage of every aspect of protection procedures to deter
the acts of potential intruders, especially former or
present employees.

Unruly Patrons
Dealing with unruly patrons, undesirable patrons,

or those who for other reasons are banned from entry
creates a situation that many smaller institutions are
not fully prepared to deal with. Of course you may call
the police whenever these situations arise, but do not
always rely on police for instantaneous response. And
unless you have fulfilled certain legal requirements,
police can only ask someone to leave. They are not, in
fact, trespassing, until they have violated a lawful
order, or posted notice not to be present on your prop-
erty. It is not the daily task of staff members to deal
with these problems, without the proper documenta-
tion and published policy of the institution. Thus, the
first step in dealing with potential problems is to for-
mulate and publish the institution’s policy for remov-
ing persons from the property. 

The following is a generic outline of how you might
form your policy:

Code of Conduct
In order to deal effectively with the removal of any

person from a public institution, it is necessary to
establish parameters, or “rules of engagement,” more
or less. If you place yourself in the shoes of the sub-
ject of removal, you would certainly hope that there is
a good reason behind the request to leave. As a visi-
tor, you may be unaware of a rule you have inadver-
tently violated. It makes sense, therefore, to
determine, publish, and disseminate a definite list of
rules, or code of conduct, violation of which may lead
to ejection. While reasonable rules or acceptable con-
duct may vary with the type of institution and operat-

ing philosophies, the list of violations below may be
suited for application in most institutions:

• Use of or under the influence of alcohol or drugs
• Non-compliance with reasonable standards of 

personal hygiene
• Refusal to follow directions of institutional staff
• Consumption of food or beverages in exhibit area
• Violation of controlled or restricted area
• Continual violation of exhibit barriers
• Failure to control minor children
• Attempted theft or vandalism
• Interruptive behavior
• Spousal abuse 
• Child abuse

Documentation
Once a violation is determined, it is important to

document everything, how the determination was
made, such as “reported by a patron,” or “observed
by video surveillance,” or “confronted staff member.”
Violation of known or posted rules is an “incident”
and should be recorded as such on the proper inci-
dent report form.

First Response
Initial response to incidents should also be a matter

of practiced procedures. In many institutions, it is
common practice to “call security” for everything.
However, this tends to undermine the real intent of
on-site security. When used excessively it interrupts
normal operations and lessens the ability of other staff
to deal with these everyday events. When a violation
or potential violation occurs within view of a staff
member, it is that staff member’s responsibility to
take immediate action directly or by notifying some-
one else, according to protocol—as long as that action
does not place the staff member in any jeopardy. For
example, if a patron is too close to an object, it is a
simple matter for the staff member to say, “excuse
me, but we ask everyone to stay at least two feet back
from the object.” 

As long as the patron complies and there is no con-
frontation, the problem is solved, and there is no need
to call anyone. Protocols should be in place so staff
members will know what type of incident should be
immediately reported to a higher-up or security—like
a fight.

Non-Compliance
If, however, the patron refuses to comply, the inci-

dent is escalated to the next level of response. This
may be a staff supervisor, or a security officer. Your
written policy defines how you want such confronta-
tions to be handled. It is advisable to settle these mat-
ters as quietly and as professionally as possible. Once
the incident has reached the level where the institution,
by pre-defined policy, dictates they be asked to leave,
the next level of response is necessary.

4
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Function 

1. Lock all exterior doors.

2. Check all rooms, closets, storage areas.

3. Disconnect all special devices, heaters.

4. Open all cash drawers, register drawers.

5. Activate interior alarms.

6. Upon exiting, activate perimeter alarms.

7. Identify persons found on the property.

8. Check all out buildings, sheds, storage.

9. Check parking lots, noting license #(s).

10. Log all discrepancies, unusual incidents.

11. Check building exteriors.

12. Special Checks:

13. Re-check heaters, electrical appliances.

14. Make additional walk-through inspection.

15. Set night lighting as instructed.

16. Observe exterior before exiting building.

17. Exit designated door and secure.

18. Check exterior doors and windows.

NOTE: NO ONE is authorized in building during closing procedures. Check entire building before
proceeding. If suspicious persons or vehicles are near exit, contact police and request escort.
BE ALERT/BE SAFE!!

Date/Employee

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

Date/Employee

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

_______/_______

DAILY CLOSING CHECKLIST
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Ejection Procedure
You have to determine who has the authority to

cause someone to be ejected, and how this procedure
will take place. Your options include:

• Staff Supervisor – Requests violator leave immediately
by closest public exit.

• Security Supervisor – Advises violator they must
leave, escorts to closest public exit.

• Police Officer – Removes violator based on signed
complaint of institution representative.

No two situations are alike. Whoever handles the
incident needs to be versatile, cool and calm under
stressful situations, and prepared to act immediately if
necessary. It is desirable to have this procedure take
place quickly and quietly. The more people who
become involved, the longer the situation is drawn out,
the more likely it is to become escalated. Staff mem-
bers need to be aware that as long as they handle the
incident without additional assistance, it is more likely
to be solved peacefully. In fact, a common tactic is for a
staff member to advise the subject to leave now,
because once security or the police or called, they may
be arrested. 

All staff members must be aware that anytime a
physical confrontation takes place, and anyone repre-
senting the institution puts their hands on a violator,
that person is going to jail. No one should be consid-
ered for removal unless probable cause exists to
believe that individual has violated known and pub-
lished rules, regulations, or standards of behavior. If
the violation doesn’t warrant an arrest, then the subject
should not be restrained or detained in any manner. 

SUMMARY

You must have a complete list of rules for conduct; by
staff, visitors, and others. Complete reporting and docu-
mentation must accompany every incident, even if noth-
ing more than a verbal confrontation. Use security
and/or police sparingly. Once the decision is made to
remove, follow through as quickly as possible. Be profes-
sional. Do not let someone’s overheated emotions come
into play, especially if that person is a staff member.

For additional information about protection of cultur-
al properties, visit The International Foundation for
Cultural Property Protection at 
www.IFCPP.org
or contact:
Layne Consultants International 
Stevan P. Layne, CPP, CIPM 
(970) 468-5522 Dillon (303) 377-2176 Denver 
LayneCnslt@cs.com 

REFERENCES

Suggested Guidelines in Museum Security — ASIS
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The Cultural Property Protection Manual — 
Layne Consultants International

The International Foundation for Cultural Property
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